Fact Sheet: Cloud Sizing

Identify the best cloud options for your business

Did you know that there are several ways that you
can leverage your current on-premises license
investments as you transition to the cloud?

A continuous resource for
cloud migration

Oracle Software Investment Advisory (SIA) can help
you determine cloud licensing requirements and
predict cloud migration costs.

Partner with our team for advice and guidance to help
assess, choose, and validate your cloud requirements.

How Cloud Sizing can help

•

Reviewing potential options for cloud migration

•

Identifying current on-premises license
investments that can be applied to
cloud resources

•

Providing ongoing guidance to support
management of your migrated licenses

The Oracle SIA team works with you to provide
licensing guidance throughout your transition
to the cloud.
Understand cloud migration options
Explore the different paths that your organization
can take as it prepares to transition to the cloud.

Our process entails the following:

Optimize cloud deployments
Identify your existing on-premises license
investments to determine how they can be
repurposed in the cloud.
Deploy with confidence
Review best practices to help extract value from
cloud investments and ensure a frictionless cloud
migration experience.

Confidently manage your
transition to the cloud
Partner with the Oracle SIA team for a complete
understanding of what to expect as you transition
your Oracle deployments to the cloud.

•

Accurately predict the cost of your deployment.

•

Understand how your current on-premises license
investments translate to the cloud.

•

Leverage data on current usage to prioritize which
license investments can and should be moved.

•

Receive ongoing guidance to help optimize cloud
migration license management.

Decide on
what to move and
the path to take

Start the
journey in a
structured way

Validate
your cloud
requirements

Identify cloud
subscription
best practices

Create a
rigorous cloud
“shopping list”
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Cloud Sizing in action
When it was time for a multinational retailer to chart their three-to-five year IT investment roadmap,
they wanted clarity on the options for repurposing unused licenses in the cloud and certainty around
the cost of their migration.
The Oracle SIA team worked with the customer to understand which migration programs were
available for their current licensing investments. This approach has lowered the customer’s overall
license support costs and empowered them to make licensing decisions with more confidence and
clarity, ultimately helping optimize their Oracle investment to deliver improved financial
and technological results.

A complete lifecycle of services for Oracle customers

Oracle Software
Investment Advisory
Eliminate guesswork,
make smart decisions.
We work with you to optimize the
value of your Oracle investment.
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